
Find out more about 
how to watch seals safely 
and report disturbance 
by scanning the QR code

LEARN MORE

Seals may appear in control of encounters and they may be 
very curious about you but avoid staying in their company 
for too long as you may distract them from their feeding, 
digesting, sleeping or traveling routine.

What does disturbance look like?
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The UK is home to over a third of the world’s grey seal population. 
A globally rare species resident in the UK, grey seals are the 
equivalent of an African elephant. What’s more, harbour  
seals are in alarming decline. 

Worried seal
If a seal raises its head and 
repeatedly looks at you, 
you’re too close and you have 
disturbed it. back away slowly 
and quietly, out of sight.

Happy seal
Signs of a happy seal 

include sleeping and not 
looking in your direction. 

Disturbed seal
If seals in the sea are agitated, 

they may dive, making a 
significant splash at the 

surface, or just disappear, 
having been displaced by you.

Seals can be curious animals, but are also easily frightened, 
and they are at their most vulnerable when on land. Getting out 
of the water takes a lot of energy, and it is important for their 
survival that they can rest.  

For seals, being vigilant due to the presence of people has a 
metabolic cost, reducing energy and increasing stress levels. 
Seals only spend 20% of their lives on land, so seeing them 
out of the sea is a privilege. Seals can be picky about the sites 
they use, which is already limited due to development and the 
presence of people visiting the coast. 

Seal behaviour

SEAL DISTURBANCE CAN KILL 

Seals only come onto land to breed, 
rest and digest their food. Flushing 
them back into the water reduces 
their ability to gain energy from 
their food and uses energy to 
return to the sea.  

Repeated disturbance can seriously affect 
a seal’s energy, and a seal may have many 
encounters with several people over one day. 
When seals are flushed into the sea, they may 
be injured from stampeding, 
gashing their bellies on 
sharp rocks, tearing skin 
on sand or ripping out 
claws. 

DID YOU KNOW?It is unusual to encounter 
more than 10 seals in the sea. 
They may have already seen 
you and, as a result, been flushed out  to sea. 

SaveSave
our seals!our seals!



Help usHelp us
help seals!help seals!

In Kent, grey seals pup over winter and 
harbour seals pup in early summer. 

If disturbed a pregnant seal may be unable to store 
enough fat to feed her pup or a seal that has recently 
given birth may abandon her young. In both instances it 
is likely the pup will die.  

If a white-coated or small-moulted pup is spotted, be 
aware that its mother may be nearby in the sea with a 
sightline to her pup. She could 
stay underwater for around 
12 minutes, so she should be 
visible within 30. She will not 
return to feed her pup if she  
sees people or there is a strong 
scent of humans.

Pupping Season

If you are inspired by these amazing animals and want to help us 
lookout for wildlife, you can join us as a member, donate, take one 
of our walking tours or purchase a seal adoption pack. 

• Bring binoculars or a camera with a good 
zoom lens, the boat must stay a safe 
distance from the seals. 

• Be as quiet as possible and talk in hushed 
voices. 

• Stay as still as possible and avoid moving. 

• Follow the direction of your guide if you 
have one.

• Stay on the coast path and follow signs 
for access. Always keep at least 100m 
from seals.

• Never attempt to feed a seal. 

• Enjoy the precious and special moment. 

• Spread the word about how to behave 
when viewing seals. 

• Please do not take a seal selfie. 

• Do what you can to support seal 
conservation, become a member 
of Kent Wildlife Trust or share the 
experience on social media. 

Advice for visitors
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What to do if you see a seal in distressShould you have any concerns about a seal, please ring British Divers Marine Life Rescue on 01825 765546


